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1. Introduction 

Nowadays Billions of people create trillions of connections 
through social media each day every second, but few of us 
consider how each click -mouse and key button-press builds 
relationships that, in cumulative, form a vast Social Network. 
Ardent users of social media tools such as email, blogs, 
micro blogs, and wikis eagerly send personal or public 
messages, post strongly felt opinions, or put in to community 
knowledge to build up partnerships, encourage cultural 
heritage, and advance development. [1] 

Devoted Social Networkers create and share digital media 
and pace or urge resources to pool their experiences provide 
help for neighbors and colleagues, and express their 
creativity research is faced with both over- the-top 
opportunities and challenges [2]. 

Society is willing to invest in research as the basis of 
changing acknowledges economy as long as research proves 
to be responsive to its needs [14]. One of the most visible 
trends on the web is the emergence of Social web sites, which 
help people make and gather knowledge by simplifying user 
contribution via blogs, marking and folksonomies, wikis, 
podcasts and Online Social Networks (ONS)[4]. 

The quickly growing up web based SNs applications provide 
abundant data for mining, at the same time bring big gainsays 
to the field. In this paper various types of SNA tools with 
different types of features, metrics, operations, architecture 
and applications are explained elaborately. SNA is an active 
area of study beyond sociology [5]. 

The total number of nodes and relations make drawing the 
entire network completely infeasible [7].It also gives result in 
a mismatch between the density of information and screen 
resolution available. Next, large SNs commonly have 
complex relations among their actors [9]. 

SN structures are created when people connect to one another 
through a range of ties. SNA tools are support to connect 
Researchers, Practitioners Collaborative, Employees, and 
Businessman etc [12]. SNA tools have documented the 

impact of social structure to perform a set of core operations 
that measure and map the resulting dataset [22]. 

SN is also characterized by a typical methodology about 
techniques for collecting data, Statistical analysis, visual
representation, etc [17]. The following SNA tools are 
explained in detail. 

Figure 1: SNA tools 

2. Gephi Tool 

2.1 Goal of Gephi  

Gephi tool is a highly scalable and built in Java based open 
source and multi-task model SNA tool. It is focused on 
interactivity by fast graphics, Multithreaded and visual 
updates [3]. It is to help in data analysts to make guess 
discover patterns, set a part of structure singularities or fault 
during data sourcing [15]. 

2.2 Graph Generator of Gephi  

In graph generating to explore large number of nodes use 
interaction technique includes node coloring, node dragging, 
node filtering, node grouping and zooming the nodes like 
node painter and shortest path discovery. It offers a plug-in 
library for extending the functionality [10]. By using the 
random color coding detects the cluster communities and 
label it [8]. Gephi tool very easy and quickly deploy the 
graph to wider audience and also the figures can be saved in 
various format. It is run in windows and MAC. 
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2.3 Format of Gephi Tool 

Large amount of data are processed in this tool. This is 
mainly best supporting format in Gephi are CSV (comma-
separated values), DL(full matrix), UCINET, DOT
(Document Template File), GraphViz (Graphic format), 
GDF(Game Definition File), GEXF(Graph Exchange XML 
Format),GML(Geography Markup Language), GraphML 
(Graph Markup Language), NET, Pajek, TLP (Project 
Timeline File), Tulip, VNA(Video Capture Album), 
Netdraw, Spreadsheets etc [30].In gephi tool MySQL, SQL 
Server, PostgreSQL, SQLite and Teredata are used for 
Databases. For Graph databases Ne04j, Orient DB and 
infinite Graph used in this tool. 

Figure 2: Details about Gephi Tool 

2.4 Tab usage in Gephi 

There are five types of Tabs are used for changing nodes and 
edges. Partition tab is using for change node or edge color, 
Ranking Tab is use to change color or size of node or edge or 
label, [18].  Layout Tab is select and customize layout 
algorithms, Filters Tab is use to select specific node or edge, 
Statistics Tab is use to calculate network or node or edge. 

2.5 Features of Gephi 

In Network representation the partition data or ranking to 
make a meaning creation is called Cartography [21]. To find 
the large size of Social communities, Health Groups, 
Researcher groups, Collaborative groups to explore the 
hierarchical graphs and Clustering. To create the complex 
filter query without scripting and build new networks from 
the filtering result and save the favorite queries to filter the 
network to select nodes and/or edges based on the network 
structure or data is called Dynamic Filtering [23].

There are different type of file format also accept to import 
data in the ideal platform tool is Gephi to filter with the 
timeline component like dynamic structures  in SNs, it is for 
leading the innovation about Dynamic Network Analysis. 
There is layout algorithms gives perfect shape to the graph. It 
is efficiency and quality in while running dramatically 
increase user feedback and experience. 

2.6 Metrics in Gephi

There are various types of metrics in Gephi tool. Betweeness, 
which is explain the micro and macro between is meso [11]. 
Closeness is nothing but of a node is a compute of centrality 
in a network, considered as the computation of the length of 
the shortest paths between the node and all other nodes in the 
graph. Clustering coefficient is applied to a single node, is a 
measure of how complete the area of a node is applied to an 
entire network nodes.  

Figure 3: Screenshot for Gephi Tool 

Density, which indicates what proportion of all possible 
relationships in a network, actually exists. Diameter is the 
maximal distance between all pairs of nodes [19].HITS is a 
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search, which is used to assess the 
relationship between the nodes in a graph and also find the 
scores for each node in the graph [16].

Modularity score point out sophisticated inner structure. This 
structure, often called a society structure, depicts how the 
network is compartmentalized into sub-networks. Figure .3 
shows the visualization graph about Force Atlas algorithm 
used for nodes 2361 and edges 7182 by undirected graph 
drawn. The attribute is Degree minimum size is 1 and 
maximum size is 4. The Force Atlas algorithm is used. 

2.7 Algorithms

There are number of algorithms used in Gephi tool. Force 
Atlas algorithm, Fruchterman-Reingold, Force Atlas 2, Open 
Ord, Yrfan Hu Multilevel, GeoLayout, Radial Axis 
Algorithms are used in Gephi Tool. 

3. NodeXL Tool 

NodeXL is Network Overview for Discovery & Exploration 
in Excel. It is intended to allow Excel users to simply bring 
in, cleaning, analyze and visualizing network data [24]. It
enlarges the existing graphing features of the worksheet with 
the extra chart type of network, thus lowering the road block 
for acceptance of network analysis.
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NodeXL support for background images is simple. It can’t 

scale a background images which is why the better on the 
graph gallery. It is integrated into the Excel 2007 spreadsheet 
to gain access to its rich set of data analysis and charting 
features [13].  In this tool always have a rule, sort, filter, or 

simply type the data into cells in the spreadsheet containing 
network data. It offers a variety of visual properties present 
advanced filtering capabilities, calculates frequency used 
individual and overall complex metrics and supports diverse 
visual networks layouts. 

Figure 4: Details about the NodeXL tool 

3.1 Architecture of NodeXL 

First, import the data in excel spreadsheet and clean the data 
[31]. Second, calculate the metrics and creating the clusters, 
it shows and read the graph. It adjusts and applies the filters 
in spreadsheet process, re-renders and re-calculates the final 
network visualization. 

3.2 Features of NodeXL 

NodeXL may be one of the easiest ways to both manipulate 
network graphs and get graphs from a variety of Social 
Media sources. It also allows users to use a logarithmic 
mapping rather than the default linear mapping. In degree 
centrality is a count of the number of unique edges that are 
connected to it. It strength is the ease with which can filter 
and customize the network visualization [25]. It is used refine 
the graph visualization, only links between nodes from 
different content topics were retained and analyzed.

3.3 Format of NodeXL 

This tool is easy to import and export graphs in GraphML, 
Pajek, UCINET and Matrix Formats. It is directly connect to 
SN directly from twitter, YouTube, Flickr, and email or use 
one of several available Plug-ins to get networks from Face 
book exchange and WWW hyperlinks [27]. 

In Network Visualization there are three major processes 
done by the NodeXL tool [32]. First, the nodes are sorted and 

it clustered into groups and finally filtered the nodes depends 
upon the categories of graph. 

In VOSON system a web based software incorporating web 
mining, data visualization and traditional empirical social 
science methods. It collects messaging data from the 
Microsoft exchange server and displays the data as a graph. It
zooms into areas of interest and scales the graphs vertices to 
reduce clutter [33]. It takes the flexible layout to use one of 
several force directed algorithm to layout the graph or drag 
vertices around with the mouse. 

Figure 5: Screen shot of the NodeXL tool. 
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It had easily used to form set the color, shape, size, label and 
opacity of individual vertices by filling in worksheet cells or 
does it for based on vertex attributes such as degree, 
betweeness, centrality or page rank [34]. It does dynamic 
filtering directly hide vertices and edges using a set of 
sliders. It also done powerful vertex grouping and consider 
their connectedness and by design group them into clusters.

NodeXL was made to quick teach by social-media 
knowledge business professionals who already use Excel, as 
well as by English known graduate students who are learning 
SNA [43]. The tool provides simple import of data from 
important social media tools. It considerably expands the 
community of users who can carry out analyses that guide to
actionable trade insights and research studies. 

In NodeXL template shows the columns are vertex1 and 
vertex2, color, width, opacity, visibility in the visual 
properties. There is other option in it to add own columns in 
other columns sections. It’s all in the edges path, in vertices 
additionally the image ID and what to show options are add 
and in images –image ID and image file path. In cluster –

vertex color and vertex shape only, but in overall metrics –

metric and value are calculated [39]. There are different 
types of layout algorithms and dynamic query filters allows 
users to change display to their needs and also centrality 
metrics for directed and undirected graphs, as well as a 
number of clustering algorithms, support exploration and 
discovery.  

It is supported through the emerging Social Media Research 
Foundation [41]. Figure 5. Shows that NodeXL tool generate 
the color, shape, size, opacity and sub graph of the vertices. 
The type of graph is directed and layout is Harel-koern is 
used in the tool. 

3.4 Social Network Services in NodeXL 

The tool is mostly used in Social Network Services (SNS), 
Blogs which is used to ask their queries and post own 
comments about the different answers from different places 
of people [26]. Chat rooms are used have long conversations 
between which are known friends use through their E-mail 
way.  

Discussion groups are used find a new solution for problem 
through senior persons in the particular field [20]. Photos and 
videos shared through the Facebook accounts and Fan Pages 
can be analyzed in a similar way to twitter accounts. Very 
popular fan pages generate lots of interactions between fans 
and most other organization’s pages have fewer [46]. 

There are several types of connections identified within 
Facebook contributions and unimodal connections such as 
user-user. Now-a-days the popular people (politician) are 
says there wishes and update the news by their twitter page 
[35].It evaluates a set of basic network metrics, permitting 
users well-known with spreadsheet actions to apply this 
expertise to network data analysis and visualization [40]. The 
tool also contains algorithms for calculating network metrics 
like degree centrality, betweenness, centrality, clustering 

coefficient, eigenvector centrality etc. In this tool there is 
implicit and explicit networks are available.  

3.5 Pajek Tool 

Pajek is a program, for Windows, for analysis and 
visualization of large networks having some thousands or 
even millions of vertices. In Slovenian language the word 
Pajek means spider [6].The main goals of tool are to provide 
the user with some potent visualization tool and also to 
implement a choice of efficient algorithms for analysis of 
large networks [51]. 

3.6  Motivation of Pajek 

The main motivation for development of tool was the notice 
that there exist several sources of large networks that are 
already in machine-readable form [47]. It should provide 
tools for analysis and visualization of networks, association 
networks, organic molecule in chemistry, protein-receptor 
interaction networks, genealogies, Internet networks, citation 
networks, diffusion (AIDS, news, innovations) networks, 
data-mining (2-mode networks), etc [36]. 

The aim of tool is based on experiences added in 
development of graph data structure and algorithms libraries 
Graph and X-graph, collection of network analysis and 
visualization programs [37]. This tool generates transform, 
random network, Partitions, components, hierarchical, 
decompositions, numbering, citation weights, k-neighbors, 
path between 2 vertices, Critical path method (CPM), 
maximum flow, vectors and count in NET. There is a special 
edition of program Pajek-XXL. Its memory consumption is 
much lower. For the same network it needs at least 2-3 times 
less physical memory than Pajek previous version. [42]. 

Figure 6: Details about the Pajek Tool. 

There is special option tools in Pajek is the R and SPSS. It is 
easy to send and locate the edges and vertices directly 
through the Pajek tool.  
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3.7 Goal of Pajek 

The main goals in the design of Pajek are to support notion 
by breakdown of a large network into several smaller 
networks that can be treated further using more sophisticated 
methods [28]. It provides the user with some powerful 
visualization tools. It implements a selection of efficient 
algorithms for analysis of large networks. 

3.8 Architecture of Pajek 

The Pajek tool manipulates the nodes and retrieves the path 
through reordering flow and also find the critical path of the 
node finally develop the visualization graph. The tool holds 
the major objects are networks, which is main object of the 
tool and connect vertices and lines. Cluster, which is subset 
of vertices which is used in visualization graph, belongs to 
same group.  

Permutation is interchange or reform of vertices. Hierarchy is 
arranging nodes and edges ranking order. Vectors are used to 
store quantitative information of nodes and partition are used 
to divide nodes into none be related groups based on a 
nominal variable [29].  

Figure 7: Screen shot for Random Graph generate by Pajek 
tool 

In Partitions the degree, depth, core, p-cliques, center of the 
node are calculated. In Binary operations the union, 
intersection and difference are intended in this tool. The 
components are connected in strong, weak, bi-connected and 
symmetric etc [44]. Figure 7 show about the Random graph 
generate with nodes in dataset belongs to CEOs.net in the 2-
mode model.  

In this tool all paths between two vertices, find the shortest 
path(s), and Critical Path, there is maximum flow between 
two vertices and calculate the Citation weights,
Neighborhood, extract sub-network and decrease clusters in 
network [48]. 

3.9 Algorithms  

There are various types of algorithms used in pajek tool. The 
algorithms are mostly used, Kamada-Kawai optimization, 
Fruchterman -Reingold optimization, VOS mapping, Pivot 
MDS, Drawing in layers, FishEye transformation are used in 
Pajek Tool. 

3.10 Features of Pajek 

This tool is based on the Network Size, Network Editing, 
Network Analysis, Network Annotation and Database 
Support [50]. Network Size user can increase the nodes and 
edges the extension size of the Network, Network Editing the 
nodes and edges can update the paths whether it’s critical or 

shortest path [38].  

In Network analysis calculates the current flowing of edges 
and nodes. Network Annotation defines the explanation of 
the graph or diagram derives by the nodes and edges. By 
using database it support the millions of nodes and edges are 
stored, need for processing to the visualization graph [45]. 

4. Conclusion and Future enhancements 

The most popular SNA tools Gephi, NodeXL and Pajek are 
elaborately described. The SNA tools have a various features 
to design different types of visualization graphs to derive in a 
single graph with millions of nodes and edges relationship 
[49]. 

In Gephi tool there is plug-in option to coordinate with other 
SNA tools like NodeXL and Pajek. The input file format are 
same it is easy to implement in forth coming paper. 
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